
Hole Description                                                          Hole Description  
1. Rock Face - 303, Down 4, Plays Like 295.  A beautiful disc golf drive straight across 

a canyon to a basket almost against a huge “rock” on the left.  The Basket is sitting 
on what’s left of a huge tree! 

2. Robbers Roost, CA - 155, Down 22, Plays Like 111.  Across a moat, a dry moat, to 
Robber’s Roost.  The basket is beside a hiding place  Avoid going past the rock. 

3. Too Stoned - 254, Up 24, Play Like 326.  Two boulders with a tree between them.  
Basket is behind tree. 

4. Cave - 117, Up 21, Plays Like 180.  Fun and challenging chance to throw your disc 
into a cave.  Cave opening is 93 ft.  Basket is up 24 ft. to the right.  Look for orange 
arrows pointing to basket. 

5. Throne - 177, Down 36, Plays Like 104.  Across a big rock hill to the “Throne” (a 
rock that is carved in a semi-circle with the basket lying within). 

6. Rest Stop - 231, Down 3, Play Like 226.  Over the rock and a slight left or right turn 
around a tree   Rest stop and smoking area in shelter next to #6  basket.  The shelter 
is the former Paint Pellet Game “Headquarters”. 

7. Moon Rock - 354, Down 36, Plays Like 281.  After climbing up a slight hill to get to 
the T-box you will throw down and to the right of the #6 shelter to the biggest, widest 
rock of decomposed granite on the course!  The Basket sits, more or less, in the 
center what looks like the surface of the moon. 

8. Island in the Sky - 321, Down 61, Plays Like 199.  A big downhill off the moon rock 
to a basket on an Island of land.  Don’t let your disk get caught in the wind.  You may 
never see it again.  The best chance for an ace or birdie is a big high left turn.  It’s 
also the best chance to see your disc disappear.  The safest throw is a low throw 
skirting the surface of the rock and landing between the trees in front of the basket. 
OB and Off Limits line to the left. A Mt. Lion den has been reported past the OB.  To 
get to the basket walk straight down the moon rock toward the basket. 

9. Formerly Shelf - 282, Up 38, Plays Like 396.  Basket was formerly on a rock shelf 
on the left side of the moon rock.  However, it turns out the surrounding area was to 
slippery and treacherous. so the basket has been located to a new position that is 
longer and further uphill.  The primary shot it straight at the basket.  Secondary is for 
lefties and forehand flicks through a narrow path with a right turn back into the center 
of the fairway. 

10. Island on the Rock - 194, Up 26, Plays Like 271.  Basket is back up on the dome 
between 2 trees on an island of soil.  

11. Dogleg Right - 342, Down 8, Plays Like 319.  Down over the rock to an opening in 
the trees in the bottom of the ravine, then up and to the right.  Look for the orange 
arrow.  Down’t be fooled by the basket being down only 8 ft.  It is 263 ft. and down 23 
ft. to the turn point.  If you end up in the trees on the right you may or may not have a 
shot. 

12. House - 252, Up 3, Plays Like 262.  Across 2 ravines and inside a “house” with no 
roof, just door and windows.  The basket sits on three huge logs. 

13. Dogleg Left - 336, Up 33, Plays Like. 435  Slight uphill across undulating terrain, 
then a left turn up steeper terrain.  Look for orange arrow.  This one is for the long 
bombers.  It is 273 ft., up 18, and plays like 327 to the turn point.  It is safer to be to 
the right. 

14. Snag - 161, Up 20, Plays Like 220.  Baskets hangs from a huge dead Ponderosa.  If 
you have never smelled a Ponderosa, this would be a good place to put your nose up 
to the bark and enjoy one of natures wonders. 

15. Goodbye - 177, Down 11, Plays Like 154.  The T-box is surrounded by native rock 
and the  basket near a cliff that overlooks Elk Creek.  If your disk goes whizzing by 
the basket and you are not lucky enough to have tree grab it, then you can kiss your 
disk goodbye.  It could end up where no man has ever set foot. 

16. Elk Creek - 203, Up 4, Plays Like 215.  Walk out to the confluence overlook of Elk 
Creek and North Fork of the South Platte River as well as the town of Pine Grove.  Sit 
awhile and enjoy the view.  Great lunch spot. Stay right with your throw.  Get close on 
your T shot and go for the birdie.  Don’t miss or you could get a 5 or worse. 

17. Trouble - Pro: 222, Down 5, Plays Like 207.  Am: 161, Down 6, Plays Like 148   
There is a 17 Pro and a 17 Am.  17 Am T-box is about 50 feet in front of 17 Pro.  
Threw the gap in the trees and then past the tree in the middle of the gap is the 
basket sitting on a large rock.  There are drop-offs on all sides except the right.  
There is an irregular snapped OB to the left.  If your disk is OB (on a T-shot, putt, or 
any other throw) take a penalty stroke and throw from the Drop Zone.  DO NOT go 
down the canyon just past the basket to retrieve a disc.  Instead go around and come 
up from the bottom.  The retaining wall will not withstand people going down it. 

18. V-Tree - 204, Down 68, Plays Like 67.  Drive a Putter straight at it or a little to the 
right and let it fade left into the hill.  It is hard to keep it low enough.  An overhead 
shot also works.  

19. Crack - 162, Up 13, Plays Like 202.  Blind shot.  As you look up the fairway you will 
see a large (bigger than a car) rock with a split in it.  Behind this rock is a larger rock.  
The basket is behind the split and in front of the larger rock.  It can be gotten to from 
the right but it is a narrow opening.  The split is too small to throw through.  The best 
bet is to be pin high and left. 

20. Ledge - Pro: 180, Up 29, Plays Like 267.  Am: 156, Up 21, Plays Like 220.  From 
either T-Box it is a left turn to the basket which is perched high on a rock Ledge. 

21. Canyon - 158, Down 30, Plays Like 97.  Don’t go too far right or you will have a 
difficult time getting a par.  Long may be safe if the trees stop the disc.  Otherwise 
your disc could roll away … far away. 

22. Back to Reality - Pro: 245, Up 41, Plays Like 367.  Am: 183, Up 26, Plays Like 
261.  The most difficult things about this hole are the narrow gaps to throw through 
and the low hanging branches near the basket that prevents shots from coming in 
high and dropping to the basket. 

23. Double Reverse Mando - 183, Down 6, Plays Like 172.  A nice, fun short drive.  
This is a double mando but instead of throwing between the mando signs you must 
throw to the outside (either side) of the mando signs.  If you miss the mando signs 
you must throw from either of the 2 drop zones and take a penalty stroke.  You must 
still make the mando from the drop zones. 

24. Gauntlet - 321, Down19, Plays Like 284.  Through the gauntlet of trees, any one of 
which may come out and grab your disc, into the open at the bottom of the ravine 
then up the other side to the basket. 

25. River Bottom - 204, Up 8, Play Like 229.  Along the river bottom (it’s dry) to the 
hanging basket that is to the left of a large rock.  You may see #2 Basket to the right 
of the rock.  #2 does NOT have a cone on it. 

26. Tempting Ace - 111, Up 38, Plays Like 226.  Just a short 100 ft. throw that plays like 
a football field.  Way up the hill to the giant rock north of the T-box. 

27. River Dam - Pro:  Am: 136, Up 11, Plays Like 170.  Am T-Box is forward, to the 
right, and above  the Pro T-Box.  From #26 Basket hike down to the bottom of the 
ravine to the T-box then see the Basket deceptively looking nicely on the ground---
NOT!  Basket sits on a rock that forms a dam in the ravine. 

28. Easter Island - 288, Down 23, Plays Like 243.  Great place for a big RHBH Hyzer.  
Avoid too far right of the basket or you could be way down on the road.  Also a good 
chance to throw down the lane to the left of the basket and have it fade right at the 
end. 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